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Exciting New Changes For 2020
UB Renewal Notices
In keeping with the desire to be conscious of our environment, we are
happy to announce our UB yearly anniversary reminder notices will
be sent on UB postcards in place of the renewal packets that we have
mailed for many years.
On the 4 1/4” x 6” postcard you will recognize our UB logo along
with UB contact information. You will also find the UB website address where
there is easy access to the link with renewal information.

UB Administrative Office Phone Number
Please make sure you have updated the UB office phone number to

954-974-1181
Thank you
Lovely Wrapped Clear Quartz Pendants
Keep a lookout for our beautiful handpicked oval wrapped clear
quartz pendants! We will soon be offering these pendants with an
18” chain for sale on our website!
www.universalbrotherhood.org
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UB Founder

Every day’s a miracle
Each moment is a gift —
As we breathe in possibility
We exhale with a lift
Of Spirits, Knowing

We’re the ones
Who’ve inherited eternity:
God’s own daughters
And His sons —

Sure of our paternity:
18
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We really are—ALL ONE.
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Prayer Land...
In "Prayer Land" I go with
intentions pure: sometimes
very focused, and on other
occasions, because I need
that "God close feeling" to
keep me grounded and lifted in the same visit.

Rev. Drs. Jeni and Rick Prigmore

Universal Brotherhood Movement, Inc was founded in
1976 by Rev. Drs Rick and Jeni Prigmore. In our UB
GoodNews Newsletter Spring Edition 2018 you can enjoy reading the birthing stories of UB.

I take "the cares and concerns" that others have
asked me to carry there. Always feeling lighter at the
"Amen" time; knowing that
Mother/Father/God has taken the weight from my
shoulders (thoughts) into
the Great Heart capable of
all blessing and healing at
the highest level.
Willingly, reverently I travel there, effortlessly- just
allowing it to happen
through me.
I am filled with Gratitude.
Rev. Dr. Jeni Prigmore
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“Honor, Integrity, Commitment”
Ingredients of the Ideal
Universal Brotherhood Minister/Director
By Rev. Rosemary Cathcart
Perhaps you’ve seen something in a previous UB GoodNews about the role of an M/D,
but I wanted to take some time to specifically address this vital “cog in the wheel” of
UB.
Minister/Directors are the “eyes and ears” of not only our Founders, Rick and Jeni
Prigmore, but of our Executive Director, Robin Morini and our entire Board of Directors. If an M/D falls down on the job, the infrastructure that is UB begins to unravel.
Unfortunately, because of how we are structured as an International Ministerial organization, it can sometimes take weeks to discover an M/D’s oversight, mis-step or lack of
preparation and follow through. We are authorizing “legal entities” with each ordination, which requires conscientious ministers in every M/D position. I also realize it’s impossible to be conscientious without a clear understanding of what’s expected. So here goes:
When I first moved to Nashville, TN from South Florida, I reached out to UB’s Founders Rick and Jeni Prigmore asking if there was any type of an expanded role that I
might be able to play in my beloved Universal Brotherhood.

To my surprise and delight, the role of “Minister/Director” had just been created and I
was being considered as a prospect. What delightful “good news” to this recently
transplanted Floridian who was struggling with a bit too much downtime. I was, however, a bit put off at the idea of being considered for the role, but at the time I did not
have a clear understanding of the inner workings of UB.
From its inception in 1976 until early 1990, Rick and Jeni Prigmore had singlehandedly ordained every person requesting ordination with UB. Regularly crisscrossing the country two to three times a year, they dutifully organized, strategized and
paid for every trip with their own money. Now, as UB was beginning to grow, the need
to expand their scope had become obvious to them both. Even if it was a bit disappointing not to be able to meet with each candidate personally, their wisdom and business
acumen took precedence.
The expectations, standards and duties of our Minister/Directors are the same today as
they were in 1990 when I joyfully accepted this open-ended post. I’d like to reiterate
the goals and the duties of what being a Minister/Director encompasses, and squelch
Continued...
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some bizarre myths that have popped up in these past 29 years. My personal goal is always to invite everyone in this extraordinary organization to be on the same page, as
we all are growing our ministries together, step by step.

The Duties of a Minister/Director
#1. To be the contact person in your area for Universal Brotherhood
Movement and to answer all inquiries in a timely manner.

#2. To accept requests for ordinations, schedule personal interviews with
prospective candidates, discuss the background of the organization and assist in
writing the biographical sketch to the office, if necessary.
#3. Upon receipt of the credentials prepared by the office, schedule and
perform the ordination ceremony for the candidate(s). This can be done in your
home or office, or at a mutually decided upon location.

#4. Immediately following the completion of the ordination(s), fill out
the paperwork, making sure to address each section of the paperwork in detail,
and return IMMEDIATELY to our main office in Florida.
#5. Once the completed paperwork has been received, UB sends the newly ordained minister a “Welcome” letter along with their dated (for one year)
minister’s identification card.

Every Ordination is a special moment for the Minister/Director performing the ceremony, and hopefully, an exceptional one for the newly ordained minister. As such, it
deserves preparation and a level of respectful reverence. I’ve learned a great deal in
these past 29 years of performing ordinations, not the least of which is to state an expected dress code for the ceremony! This came about as I was performing an off-site
ordination at a candidate’s home, only to find said candidate in a bathing suit, accompanied by her large extended family all dressed in similar fashion. It was a moment my
Type-A, very traditional personality and I did our best to get through. And we did, quite
nicely, actually.
My process now includes one or more conversations with the candidate, either on the
phone, via email or in person, to get an idea of their personality and to ask what their
vision of the ceremony might be. I always encourage them to invite friends and family
to the ordination to help mark the occasion. Depending on circumstances and timing of
the event, I am always prepared to offer sparkling water, lemons and limes and various
treats for everyone to enjoy prior to or following the ceremony.
Continued...
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Rick and Jeni Prigmore have always
held the belief that real friendships
and connections happen around food,
and I agree. For this particular ordination on October 8, 2019, I had the
privilege of Ordaining David Wilson,
who is active in both the recovery
community and the Native American
ceremonial community. As such, he
brought along a number of ceremonial pieces to place on and around the
altar, which was set up in his honor.
Creating a climate of community,
honoring all of the deep, abiding values that are familiar to UB Ministers

Here’s a look at the altar,
adorned with flowers, the
House Candle and an Angel
for good measure.

Rosemary’s dining room table set with a plate of crackers, cheese bites, grapes and
cookies, with seasonal napkins and sparkling water.

worldwide, is what each and every ordination is supposed to represent. That, along
with the original vision held by Rick and
Jeni Prigmore when they took the “idea” of
UB and molded it into a concrete reality for
all of us to share. Still based on the concept
of an individual’s ability to spread the “I
AM” consciousness, The Prigmores’ original
vision has now morphed into a worldwide
organization we all have the privilege of
participating in.

Continued...
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The centuries old tradition of “Ordaining” new Ministers, in combination with the gracious tradition of sharing specially prepared food and beverages are an inviting backdrop to UB’s Ordination practice. If you have been a Minister in good standing with UB
for 2 years or more, and if you have the time and energy required to carry out the duties of a Minister/Director in your area, and if you are being urged by a calling from
your own Deep Internal Body Wisdom to serve in this way ~ it may be your time
to serve UB in an expanded capacity. If any of what I’ve said in this article appeals to
you as a way of spreading the “Light” which is Universal Brotherhood Movement, Inc.,
please reach out to me or to Executive Director Robin Morini, and we will set the process in motion.

Above: David Wilson
Left: Rosemary Cathcart with
an excellent photo of David
holding his Certificate of Ordination and his ordination candle
at the conclusion of the ceremony. Rosemary says, “I thoroughly enjoy introducing the new
Minister to those gathered.”

Rev. Rosemary Cathcart is a practicing Minister and the President of Universal
Brotherhood Movement, Inc. She resides in Nashville, Tennessee where she has a
practice in wholistic healing, spiritual counseling, Astrology and numerology. She
is also a Traditional Reiki Master originally trained by Virginia W. Samdahl.
Learn more at www.rosemarycathcart.com
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“No” Is A Complete Sentence
by Rev. Kelly Graham
We say yes too much. We do it because:
we want to take care of others; or
• especially the females among us
have taken on the role of caretaker for
•

•
•

•

•
•

others; or
we want others to like us; or
we secretly hope they notice how much better we do
whatever we’ve said “yes” to than the last person who
did it; or
we think that, as ministers, we’re just kind of
“supposed” to handle anything that comes our way; or
we just think it’s easier / quicker / better to do it ourselves; or
Some combination of all the above, etc.

We say yes too much. But that two-letter word “No” really is a complete
sentence. All by itself. It’s at least as complete a sentence as the word
“Yes,” and it’s probably a lot more powerful, too.
Let’s see what some inarguably successful folks have suggested about saying “No”:
“The difference between successful people and very successful people is that
very successful people say no to almost everything.” – Warren Buffett

Tim Cook, describing Steve Jobs: “There is no one better at turning off the
noise that is going on around him. That allows him to focus on a few
things and say no to many things. Few people are really good at that.”

“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be
done at all.” – Peter Drucker

Jobs prophetically supported this notion of saying no at an Apple WorldContinued...
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wide Developers Conference in 1997. He said:

“People think focus means saying yes to the
thing you've got to focus on. But that's not
what it means at all. It means saying no to the
hundred other good ideas that there are. You
have to pick carefully. I'm actually as proud of
the things we haven't done as the things I have
done. Innovation is saying no to 1,000 things."
So the message I’m getting – and I hope you
are too, Dear Reader — is: JUST. SAY. NO.
This is a pretty big subject, and it’s an extremely powerful stance to make in your life,
and in your relationships, and in your work.
It’s been suggested that “More effort is wasted
doing things that don't matter than is wasted
doing things inefficiently. And if that is the
case, elimination is a more useful skill than
optimization.” In other words: saying no is a
REALLY smart move.
There are a number of reasons saying “no” could be brilliant for you.
Among them:
• To better channel your most important and scarcest resource: your
time
• To avoid distractions in your day
• To keep you focused on your goals
• To help the people in your life (clients, family, friends) learn to value
your time as the serious gift it is
• To preserve the opportunity to say “yes”
• To perform better – if I am working on fewer things, it’s logical to think
my performance in those areas where I can now concentrate would improve
• Specialists are valued more highly. By saying “no” you specialize in a
very visible way
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•
•

To back away from being a people-pleaser
To preserve your energy as much as possible so you can both be a better
performer and in a better position to consider requests on your time

Economist Tim Harford notes that “Every time we say yes to a request, we
are also saying no to anything else we might accomplish with the time.
When you say no, you are only saying no to one option. When you say yes,
you are saying no to every other option. No is a decision. Yes is a responsibility.”
We’ve been saying yes to so much for so long that I suspect it’s not something we can easily change overnight. So start practicing NOW. Begin at
home or with friends, in situations where saying “no” is not so fraught. And
never apologize for your “no.” Practice saying “no” with confidence. It
helps to have a few handy phrases at the ready that you’ve practiced delivering until they sound just right. Author Christine Carter suggests this one
as a general starting point: “Thank you for asking, but that isn’t going to
work out for me.” Try it. Say it out loud. Feels good, doesn’t it? **ahhh**
How might saying “no” work out in “real life?” Well, here’s one example:
Apple was fighting for its life and reportedly months away from bankruptcy when Steve Jobs returned as interim CEO. Jobs learned that by becoming people-pleasers who said “yes” to myriad retailer requests, Apple had
ballooned to offer more than 350 products.
Jobs, in his focused brilliance, reduced the 350 products to just 10, a move
considered a huge gamble at the time. What happened? Well, everyone
knows that today Apple is one of the most valuable companies in the
world. And specifically, “Jobs’ mastery of saying no caused Apple to go
from a loss of $1.04 billion to a $309 million profit.”
So here’s my ask to you: will you join me in saying no? We’ll discuss more
ideas and details around this subject, including the simple 3 step goals exercise Warren Buffett gave his personal pilot. And our motto is: JUST.
SAY. NO.
UB Vice President Kelly Graham has worked in the financial field for more than 30
years, and is a Senior Vice President with B. Riley Wealth Management. She is honored
to have been ordained by both UB President Rosemary Cathcart and UB Founders Rick
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A Life Well Lived
By Rev. Joyce Oliver
We each make decisions every day not knowing
where they will ultimately lead us. In 1984 Colin
Tipping left the country he’d called home all his
life to come to America and “opened a door” that
would touch truly countless lives.

Did he dream he might meet and marry the beautiful woman whose creative vision brought joy,
beauty and healing to those she met? Together
Colin and JoAnn became a powerful force for
change.
Maybe I first met them at the home of Rick and Jeni Prigmore in 1989—they
came often to the Peace Circle on Wednesday evenings. Or was it at The Center
for New Beginnings in Dahlonega, GA where the then-Rev. Colin Tipping and
JoAnn were creating the “Together We Heal” cancer retreats based on the work
being done at Commonweal in San Francisco? They would go on to create the
Radical Forgiveness work which has been taught and shared in probably 12 countries and continues to touch countless lives (“many” would be too small a word
here).
Colin was ordained by Rev. Drs. Rick and
Jeni Prigmore in Marietta, GA on May 1,
1994. Colin served Universal Brotherhood
Movement, Inc. as a Minister/Director, and
after earning his Doctorate of Divinity he led
U.B. University for a number of years, mentoring, supporting and challenging us as only
Colin could. Through it all, he wrote and
wrote and wrote! Thirteen books in all I believe—quite a feat for anyone!

Yet another much-loved accomplishment was
Continued...
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a 1995 collaboration with Revs. Gregory Possman, George Poirier and Dennis
McCauley to co-create a men's group, The Chiron Brotherhood, that would have
life-changing effects for each of the men who stepped forward to reclaim their
wholeness/holiness as men.
Even Colin's final Celebrations of Life (yes, two of them!) were an invitation to
“own” every part of our life and let it be a reflection of our own unique Spirit. He
returned home to Source on June 28, 2019; though if you pick up one of his books
or listen carefully for the sound of his mischievous voice, I believe you may still
feel him encouraging us to embrace forgiveness, love and what lies beyond this
experience we call “life”’!
From Amazon: Colin Tipping is the creator of what has come to be recognized as one of the most
powerful leading-edge technologies for personal and spiritual growth today -- Radical Forgiveness.
Colin is the acknowledged authority on the application of this technology to the "healing" of individuals, families, races, corporations, and communities. He is an award-winning author and leads
workshops around the world. Those who have praised his work include John Bradshaw, Mark Victor Hanson, Caroline Myss, Neale Donald Walsch and Gregg Braden.
The main characteristic of his work is a practical spirituality that is simple, honest, straight-forward
and unpretentious. The bedrock theme running through all his work is that there is divine purpose
in everything and that everything that occurs, happens not TO us but FOR us. Therefore, at the
spiritual level, there is nothing to forgive. This is the essence of his Radical Forgiveness work and
is the thread that runs through everything. It is an optimistic form of spirituality which is essentially free from judgment, blame, resentment, guilt and fear.
For more information, visit www.radicalforgiveness.com or www.radicalforgiveness.co.uk. You also
can click here for a link to Colin’s books on Amazon in several languages and various formats.
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DreamScape Consciousness
By Rev. Aurora Hill
Creation. It didn’t just happen one time a long long time ago…
WE are at the cutting edge of creation in every moment. We
are the living Oneness that is creating. Creating the next moment, in our own lives and in the lives of every being, every
creature, every system of relationships that our lives
touch. Creation is the result of an infinite number of “I Am’s”
leaning into the next step; whatever that “step” is for that particular entity’s growth and survival. “I AM” is the creation of every next step I take and
experience. God, the Divine, the Source, Great Spirit, the Supreme… in whatever
language we choose, is the vital energy, the spark, the magic that enables our infinite journey in this cosmos to thrive and TAKE that next step. We (free will) are creating by the grace of the Divine Vital Energy which is infinite and non-judgmental. The
Living Oneness of Vital Energy (L*O*V*E*) is a collective creation whether we are
building or destroying, whether we are empowered or enabling, whether we are cooperating or challenging. No matter whether we are conscious or unconscious of our
choices, we are the creators of the future. We are manifesting exactly what we put
out there.
I am experiencing the Divine Living Oneness of Vital Energy (L*O*V*E*) exactly
how I am creating it. I also, experience each and every bit of anger, judgment,
and fear just as everyone does. We cannot dismiss what goes on in the world.
However, I can choose how I respond and what I do with it. I AM choosing consciously, giving where I am able and paying attention to the injustice, inequality
and fear while being in integrity to my commitment to feed the L*O*V*E.
[An Excerpt from the upcoming book DreamScape Consciousness by Aurora Hill c. 2019]
Rev. Aurora's book on living our DreamScape consciously is scheduled to
be published in the spring of 2020. The book and set of 25 inspirational
cards are the result of many years of Dream Analysis workshops and numerous gatherings focused on personal growth and intentional living in the
DreamScape of our lives.
Rev. Aurora lives in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho where she also facilitates a twoyear Consecrated Personal Mission course that focuses on each participant’s sacred soul purpose and manifesting the vision each participant
creates. Aurora is a Universal Brotherhood Minister/Director, a Certified
Life Coach and an Usui and Karuna Reiki Master.
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What Does UB Have To Offer?
Harvesting the Gifts of UB
Rev. Robin Morini
UB Communications Office
Throughout the years, people have asked: What does UB have to offer me?
As I ponder the answer to this question, my heart fills with the joy I feel every day while
talking with UB ministers from all over the world, reading requests for ordinations, enjoying the love notes tucked into envelopes mailed to the office, learning about individual ministries and so much more.
As my thoughts continue I see UB as an amazing quantum field where one can recognize, and create their highest spiritual potential. Within this UB quantum field one will
not find grading systems, systems of judgment or competitive degrees.

You will find the potential to develop, from the heart, actions of loving service as each
individual minister recognizes their potential as a vessel of Light and Love, joy and balance.
Through the ordination process, UB opens the path for each of us to manifest our spiritual goals into the workings of our material world. Some of the services created by UB
ministers include places of worship, health spas, healing centers, internet classes, internet churches and street ministries where people gather to share prayers, counsel, comfort, guidance, community and ceremony. Other ministers extend their services as volunteers in hospitals, hospice, rehabilitation centers...and these are just a few of the many,
many possibilities where UB lights the path for UB ministers and those seeking their
services.
Below I've shared a list of what UB offers to us as we expand upon our spiritual paths.

Ordination: Universal Brotherhood offers a face-to-face, in person ordination.
Ordination includes a process of acceptance, if all requirements are met, upon receipt of the
required spiritual bio-sketch, photo, Privacy Form, Addendum to Ordination form, ordination
payment and first year payment.

Interview: Included with this process of acceptance there is also a loving, non-judgmental
interview with the Minister/Director in your area. A Minister/Director is an active, long time
Continued...
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UB minister who has volunteered their time and energy to answer any further questions you
may have about ordination or Universal Brotherhood Movement, Inc.
If all requirements are met, your ordination date will be set during the interview.
Ordination Ceremony: your ordination is a beautiful, personal face-to-face ceremony that also includes a candle lighting ceremony. After the ordination ceremony you will receive your
ordination ceremony candle, Universal Brotherhood gold seal-embossed Bachelor of Divinity
Certificate, guidelines and contact information for Universal Brotherhood.

Welcome Letter and Identification Card: Within three weeks of ordination you will receive a
warm welcome letter from our Founders, the Rev. Drs. Rick and Jeni Prigmore; a UB wallet
card identifying you as an active UB minister; and other important information.

From our website: www.universalbrotherhood.org
Ordination information and direction including the required Privacy Form and Addendum
To Ordination
Convenient PayPal Store for ordination fee, annual dues, and any donations you wish to make
Blogs: Om written by Founder Rev. Dr. Jeni Prigmore
Love Notes by UB President Rev. Rosemary Cathcart ~ Staying connected through email outreach and Holiday Greetings
Contact Information and Guide to Board Members and Office staff
Directory to introduce yourself and your website and to connect with other UB Ministers
UB Bookshelf: listing with Amazon for UB authors
FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions, Marriage Regulations, and important information about
the limits to confidentiality ~ S.L.A.P.
UB GoodNews Newsletter Archives: Where you can enjoy the articles of like-minded UB
Ministers and discover a wealth of information about conducting ceremonies including weddings, funerals, baby blessings, new home blessings,
Land Clearing and so much more.
Continued….
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UB GoodNews Articles ~ A wonderful way to introduce yourself to your UB family and share
information about your ministry is to submit an article! You will find guidelines in our newsletters or call or email Executive Director Robin Morini for answers to your questions.
UB GoodNews Ads and Info: Also offered in the UB GoodNews Newsletter: your business
card advertising, potential insurance coverage information, and a wealth of information on developing your ministry

From our office:
Personal Guidance for questions about ordination requirements and process, questions concerning Weddings, Funerals, Commitment Ceremonies, Baby Naming and Blessings, Baptisms,
Vow Renewals.
Reaching Out: Ways to connect with other like-minded UB ministers
Minister Verification Letters with UB seal, letters to businesses or educational facilities
State Required Forms: A resource to consider paperwork required for a minister to officiate
marriages and/or any other ceremonies
Identification Cards: Identifying you as a Universal Brotherhood minister for any situations
your ministry may lead you: hospitals, prisons, courts, signing marriage certificates, etc.
Prayer Requests: connections with UB ministers that hold prayer request circles
I hope that this brief outline has inspired you to look through our website and enjoy all of the
gifts UB offers. If you would like to share any thoughts or have any questions please call or
email me at: 954-974-1181 or robin.ubm@gmail.com.

Universal Brotherhood Movement, Inc.
Box 670278
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: 954-974-1181

Email: robin.ubm@gmail.com
Website: www.universalbrotherhood.org
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Thanksgiving
Rev. Dr. Jeni Prigmore
Oh,
that we could be together
On this Thanksgiving Day
To reenact that long ago circle
To smile, sing and pray.
Surely,
in our hearts we know
It’s possible for us
To gift each other with our presence
To thank God and to trust
That in our hearts
It shall be done
As we believe!

Blessings and Peace be with you, Friends,

Rick and Jeni
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Unleashing The Power Of Reiki
By Rev. Shalandra Abbey

Some say it isn’t possible to heal with your hands. Others say you must be born with the ability.
As a full-time Reiki Master for 26 years, I can tell you without doubt that it is possible, and anyone of any age can do it following a 12-hour First Degree Reiki class.

Having shared the gift of Reiki Natural Healing in Hawaii and around the globe, and having
initiated almost 2,000 people into this sacred healing art, I still get ‘chicken skin’ when I place
my hand on top of a student’s head and it starts the flow of healing energy in their own hands.
In 1936 Hawayo Takata, who was born in a sugarcane camp on
the island of Kauai, returned from a trip to Japan and unleashed
the gift of Reiki to the western world. From these sacred islands a
wondrous offering was allowed to run freely to those who could
understand and accept the gift of healing that had been entrusted
to them.
Ancient legends of healing miracles were dismissed because people had not witnessed recent demonstrations of it. Mrs. Takata
showed people — even those who didn’t believe in it — that these
miracles were possible. She taught Reiki at University of Hawaii
at Manoa, and had it approved to be practiced in Hawaii hospitals
in 1974.
Many medical doctors support Reiki. George Remisovsky, M.D., says, “Reiki energy medicine
is a fine introduction to a technique which can truly enhance our capacity to make our patients
well. I wholeheartedly recommend it.” Larry Dossey, M.D., comments, “Reiki is increasingly
being incorporated into modern medicine because of one compelling reason: It works.”
Shalandra Abbey has been a full-time Reiki Master and UB Minister/Director in Hawaii and
around the globe for over 25 years. She is author of Living a Life of Reiki and member of The
Reiki Alliance, an international, professional organization of Reiki Masters. To contact Shalandra, read the Introduction to her book and visit her Reiki Hawaii ceremonies page or call
808.280.7704.
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A Peace Prayer
By Rev. Aklea Klock Althoff
We, as citizens of Planet Earth, these United
States and the Universe declare in our hearts
the presence of PEACE now.
Toward this end, we accept our responsibility
to be Love and Light; to know every person as
a part of us; to see every person as our friend
regardless of the role he or she plays or the
costume he or she wears; to do all we can to
heal our Earth.
We acknowledge that in our past, we have allowed our pain, guilt, suffering, fear and judgment to keep us separate from others so that
we made ourselves lesser or greater than them.
We give up all those negative thoughts and
emotions which create and maintain separation.
In the Presence of Peace now, we know all others want Peace now, we know all others want
Peace as much as we do. Therefore, we receive
compassion, love and joy within us. We share
these gifts.
When we stumble as a result of fear or doubt
and create suffering within and around us, we
stop and accept our humanness. We give
thanks for PEACE and we are restored

In appreciation for the life we are now experiencing, we commit to do all we can each moment to keep the life flow loving, full of life
and peaceful.
Thank you God for returning to us our memory that
we are your children. As
we are of you our Light can
only grow brighter as we
radiate your love.

Do You Have A Nikon
Camera You’d Like To Sell?
As her ministry expands, Rev. Jacqueline Dawkins would like to purchase a
Nikon camera:
Many years ago, I had a prison ministry, where I transported families to
visit their loved ones who were incarcerated. Along the way, I listened as
they told their stories.
Now, my ministry has expanded to
not only listening to their stories, but
allowing them to be heard and shared
by the rest of the world through a series of documentaries.
It’s my desire to be a voice for those
whose voices usually go unheard.
I’d like to buy a Nikon camera that is in excellent condition at a reasonable price.
I’d like one that is suitable for
photography and videography,
and hopefully includes several
lenses and other accessories.
I can be reached via email at
jacqueline_dawkins@ymail.com
Thank you,

UB is on Facebook!

LIKE and FOLLOW us on
Facebook, and SHARE
content!
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ARTICLE
SUBMISSION
To submit an article for our
newsletter:
Email your poetry, article,
recipe, blessing/prayers, shared
thoughts and ideas to:
robin.ubm@gmail.com
You can also send your
articles to our office:

Universal Brotherhood
Movement, Inc.
P.O. Box 670278
Coral, Springs, FL 33067

UB Website
Directory
Universal Brotherhood Movement,
Inc, has a wonderful “tool” for all
UB ministers located right on our
website:
www.universalbrotherhood.org
In this Minister/Directory you will
find ministers who have requested a
listing in this public directory, and
you can request inclusion on this list
too.
If you would like to be added, please
know:
• You must be an active member
• You must include a link to your
website
• You must have a privacy form on
file with UB
• We will not list phone numbers or
email addresses in the directory
If you are interested, please complete
our contact form with a request to be
included in the directory, and include your website address.
Send your request to:
robin.ubm@gmail.com
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Information for

Ministers

UB Minister
Business Card Ads

Liability Insurance
In response to many phone calls regarding liability insurance, one of our UB
ministers has mentioned Healing Touch
Professional Association and Energy
Medicine Professional Association. The
associations have partnered to offer liability insurance for energy healing therapies
and spiritual counseling.

Learn more here:
http://www.htprofessionalassociation.com/

Universal Brotherhood
has a Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/
UBMovement/

Please visit and “like” our page! And
please invite others to view our page,
and share posts you like with others.
At a recent UB Board of Directors
meeting President Rosemary Cathcart
said, “We need goodness, and UB distributes goodness wherever it goes.”
One of the ways to help spread and
distribute this goodness is to share our
Facebook page. Let’s send it around
the world!

Please consider supporting your fellow UB
ministers in their practices!
Would you like your own business card ad
in UB GoodNews? Email Executive Director
Robin Morini for details:

robin.ubm@gmail.com
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Let’s Stay In Touch!
Staying in touch with our worldwide membership means we work every day at updating
the contact information for all UB ministers.
It’s important that we have your current contact information, especially your email address. Much of our UB communication is sent via email, so a current email address ensures you can stay informed.
Please print this page, complete it, and mail to:
UB Executive Director Robin Morini
Universal Brotherhood Movement, Inc.
PO Box 670278
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Or—even better!—scan the completed form and email it to
UB Executive Director Robin Morini via robin.ubm@gmail.com.
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Phone Numbers:
Home: ________________ Work: __________________ Cell: __________________
Email Address(es): _____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Website(s): ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Anything else you would like to share?_____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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